Tuesday 24th February 2015

8.45 am Viola JOHN
Senior Research Assistant, Chair of Sustainable Construction, ETH Zürich, Suisse
Sustainable construction and ecologically optimized building design – challenges and strategies

08.40 am Corentin FIVET
Postdoctoral fellow, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, USA
Smart Shaping of Building Systems

10.25 am Michael RAMAGE
University Senior Lecturer, Department of Architecture, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

11.10 am Jan DE VYLDER & Jo TAILLIEU (a dvvt)
Cofounder & Principle Architect & ENAC Guest Professors, Architecten de Vylder Vinck Taillieu bvba, Belgique
About, Architekten De Vylder Vinck Taillieu fragment frame fantasy - studio de vylder vinck taillieu

Wednesday 25th February 2015

08.45 am Maurizio BROCATO
Professor, Ecole nationale supérieure d’architecture Paris-Malaquais / Ecole des Ponts ParisTech, France
Today constructing tomorrow

08.40 am Raphaël MENARD
Architect and Engineer, Director of Efforts and Forward studies director for Egis group, Association Icone, DPEA Architecture Post-Carbone, Ecole d’Architecture de la Ville et des Territoires de Marne-la-Vallée, France
The Tilting Point of Architecture: On materials, energy and shape

10.25 am Paolo TOMBESI
Professor, Chair of Construction, Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning, University of Melbourne, Australia
Building as a collective verb

11.10 am Maria Alessandra SEGANTINI
Segantini, C+S Architects, Italy
Translation Architecture